Carp Tackle
BITE INDICATORS
Electronic Bite Alarm “Digitex D100”

Manual Bite Indicators

DIGITEX D100 is exceptionally reliable, water proof
electronic bite alarm packed with features such as: last
bite indication (30 sec. memory), adjustable volume and
tone, “red” LED to indicate the bite, “amber” LED stays lid
for 20 sec after the last bite. Digitex D100 does a great job
detecting even the lightest, hard to detect bites.

We offer a selection of simple to use manual bite
indicators which can be hanged on the line at the same
reducing the unwanted slack and keeping the line tight.
Once the bite accurs and fish starts pulling the line the
indicator will move upwards. It is best to set the hook
while the indicator keeps rising.

AJ-322

AJ-326

Manual Bite Indicators
Item No.

AJ-315

Description

AJ-315

Bite Indicator

AJ-322

Bite Indicator

AJ-326

Bite Indicator

AD-NCD150

Bell - glow

Digitex D100
Item No.

Type

AK-SYJD100

D100

Phantom Swinger

Bells - Glow
Our bells work great for day or night fishing. The white
plastic ring as well as the glow stick insert glows in the
dark. Bells are mounted on the rod tip. It is easy to hear
and see the bite once the rod tip flexes.

Phantom swinger is a top of the line
bite indicator. Features stainless steel
adjustable ball line clip as well as glow
stick slots on both sides for night use.
Item No.

Description

Color

02510

Phantom Swinger

Red, Blue, Orange

AD-NCD150

Glow Sticks - Super Bright!
Our glow sticks emit extremely bright light
which lasts for more than 12 hrs. They are
available in two most popular sizes 4.5mm
and 3.0 mm. Your will be astonished when
you see them glow.
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Size Ø

Length

Glow Sticks

4.0

39

Glow Sticks

3.5

24

Item No.

Description

AK-NA003
AK-NA006

mm

mm

